Abstract---In this essay, we propose a method of forecasting enrollments based on fuzzy time series which is improved by Saxena, Sharma& Easo. Some sections are improved, Such as the setting of universe of discourse, construction of fuzzy set and Inverse fuzzy number, and forecasting formula. We still used the 22 years freshmen's enrollments data of the University of Alabama to illustrate the forecasting process. The result shows that proposed method provide the smallest AFER and MSE.
INTRODUCTION
Time series forecasting is widespread used in classical mathematics.Many scholars have acquired great achievements in every field by using Time series forecasting. For example some scholars research Stock Market [3] ~ [5] , some research fuzzy data mining for time-series data [6] ~ [8] , Li H, Kozma R. who research A dynamic neural network method for time series prediction using the KIII model [9] and so on. Zadeh (1965) publish creativity essay of Fuzzy sets. It may play an important role in research the uncertain fuzzy time series' theory because forecasting problems have some uncertainty. propose fuzzy time series and its models and Fuzzy forecasting method have been used to model enrollment data for the University of Alabama [11] [12] . Moreover, Song and Chissom(1994) come up with fuzzy time series and its models, Average Forecasting Error Rate (AFER) and Mean Square Error（MSE）to reduce in some extent. Saxena, Sharma and Easo(2012) put forward forecasting formula and used in the same case, as a result, AFER and MSE also reducing. Fuzzy time series forecasting methods are proposed in the literature [14] - [18] and applied to the same case, the results are different. Based on the above work, we propose to modify Saxena, Sharma and Easo's forecasting formula (2012) and gain the new forecasting formula, applied to the same case, making AFER and MSE become the smallest method in the existing thesis.
II. SOME BASIC KNOWLEDGE In this paper, we use some basic concepts in literature [1] and literature [14] . Combined with freshmen's enrollments data of the University of Alabama, proposed the modified method of Saxena, Sharma and Easo [1] come up with forecasting method based on fuzzy time series(A forecasting method of fuzzy time series). Its steps can be drawn as follow:
A. Listed the historical freshmen's enrollments data of university of Alabama
Song and Chissom at first show the historical freshmen's enrollments data of university of Alabama as table1.
B. Calculated the percentage of year by year change rate of historical data
Calculate the percentage of year by year change of freshmen's enrollments data of university of Alabama.This matter is done by Saxena and Sharma and Easo [1] , and fill in table1.
C. Established discrete universe of discourse
The percentage of year by year change of freshmen's enrollments data of university of Alabama from 1971 to 1992 as the elements, established discrete universe of discourse. The element in universe of discourse is the percentage of year by year change's historical data from small to large to arrange, established discrete universe of discourse as follow and fill in table1. 
D. Established Inverse fuzzy number of continuous years on discrete universe of discourse B
Here are an inverse fuzzy number of consecutive years of normal distribution as follows: 
E. Established forecasting formula
Applied inverse fuzzy number formula (1) to establish the forecasting formula as follows:
F. Forecasting the freshmen's enrollments data of university of Alabama from 1971 to 1992
Applied formula (1) and (2) for freshmen's enrollments data of university of Alabama from 1971 to 1972 to imulate forecasting. It can get the forecasting value of freshmen's enrollments data of university of Alabama from 1971 to 1992 and fill in table2. 
IV. A COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT FORECASTING MODELS
Applied this paper's method and different models in literature [1] , [2] , [14] , [4] , [15] , [16] , [17] ,We research the forecasting enrollments of University of Alabama . The result shown in table3 (many concepts come from table6 in [1] ) ,the better evaluate are Saxena, Sharma & Easo propose the forecasting models in [1] and Stevenson Porter propose forecasting models in [2] & this paper. [11] , it is symbol that the theory of fuzzy time series have already been born. Up to now, many literatures and researchers research and develop this theory. Such as literature [1] , [2] , [3] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . This paper modifies the above research and proposed a new forecasting method of fuzzy time series. Thus, this method further reduces AFER and MSE. From the table3, we can see that this forecasting method's AFER and MSE less than existing method.
